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Let Mt be the maximum of a recurrent one-dimensional diffusion up till time t. Under 
appropriate conditions, there exists a distribution function F such that ]P(M, < X) --F’(x)1 -+ 0 as 
t and x go to infinity. This reduces the asymptotic behavior of the maximum to that of the 
maximum of independent and identically distributed random variables with distribution function 
F. A new proof of this fact is given which is based on a time change of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process. Using this technique, the asymptotic independenr e of the maximum and minimum is 
also estahiished. Moreover, this method allows one to construct stationary processes in which 
the limiting behavior of I\l& is essentially unaffected by the stationary distribution. That is, there 
may be no relationship between the distribution F above and the marginal distt ,ution of the 
process. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {Xt: t 2 0) be a one-dimensional diffusion and define M, = maxo,,,, {Xs}. 
There have been several approaches for evaluating the weak limit of Mf as t + 00. 
In particular, it can be shown that, under additional assumptions on the diffusion, 
there exists a distribution function (d.f.) F such that 
IP(IM,<x)-F’(x)J-*O as t-,o~ and x+00. (1 .l) 
This reduces the asymptotic behavior of t aximum to that of the maximum of 
t independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables distributed 
according to F. The results from classical extreme value theory (see [4], for example), 
(if any) of the 
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constants. Indeed, by (1.1) the type of limiting distribution and selection of normaliz- 
ing constants are: completely specified by E 
The prtncipal object of this paper is to give :I new proof of (1.1) which is based 
upon a representation of the diffusion in terms of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
Using this representation, Ikl, can be expressed in terms of the maximum of the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Applying standard techniques for the maximum of 
stationary Gaussian processes, the asymptotic behavior for the maximum of the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck is well known and, consequently, the limiting behavior of M, 
can be determined. This intuitively suggests why (1 .l) not only holds for the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, but is also valid for more general diffusions. This 
representation also allows one to establish the asymptotic independence of the 
maxima and minima. 
Our approach differs considerably from the previous proofs. Newell (1962) 
assumed the existence of the transition probability density and that it satisfied the 
Fokker-Planck equation. He then expressed P(J-2, s x) in terms of a formal eigen- 
function expansion which came from the solution of an associated Sturm-Liouville 
problem. By making appropriate estimates on the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues 
in the formal solution, he was able to show (1.1). However, due to Newell’s analytic 
method many unnecessary technical assumptions were needed. 
Unlike Newell, Berman (1964) gave a probabilistic proof of (1.1). Using the 
regenerative property of the diffusion {Xt}, it was shown that I&= 
maxlcs-INcl) ( I$, V,} where { Ys: s = 1,2, . . .} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables 
with common d.f. H, and N(l) is a positive integer valued random variable (non- 
decreasing in t) with IV(t)?-’ + c a.s., c a constant. Applying results from classical 
extreme v;.llue theory, (1.1) is then true with F(x) = H’(x). 
Finally, Mandl (1968) used analytic methods to show E exp{-AT,(T (r))-I} (here 
Tr = inf(t > 0: Xt = r] and y(r) is a positive function of r) converges to the Laplacz 
transform of eWx , x 20, as r + 00. This implies P(M~,(,I 6 rr) + e-I as r + 00, which 
can be transformed to look like (1.1). 
If the diffusion Xt is started with its invariant probability measure, then the 
process is stationary. The marginal distribution function of this process and the F 
in (I. 1) may be totally unrelated. In fact, we give a method for constructing a 
stationary dilPusion such that the marginal distribution is H(x) and F(x) is the 
f a diffusion with a smooth diffusion coefficient and drift term satisfying 
4+:~)-, G,(X) an 
of attraction of G&K), where G1 and G2 are of 
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The representation of the diffusion X$ in terms of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
is discussed in Section 2. The proof of (1.1) and the asymptotic independence of 
the maxima and minima are presented in Section 3. 
aries 
Let {Xi l t 2 W} be a recurrent diffusion defined on the possibly infinite open 
interval (r;, r=). We shall only consider the case when the endpoints rl and r2 are 
inaccessible. 
Let T, = inf{t > 0: Xt = a} denote the hitting time for the state a E (rl, r2). Let s 
be the scale function for the process. If rl< a s x c b < r2, then, by the definition 
of s, 
P”(T, < Tb) = s(b)--&) 
s(b)-s(a)’ 
(2.1) 
where P”( l ) is the underlying probability measure of the process given that X0 = x. 
The scale function s has the further property of being strictly increasing and 
continuous. 
Also associated with the diffusion Xl is the speed measure m (dy). Let T&, = 
inf{t >O: Xt = a or Xt = b} denote the hittin e of the set (a, b). Then, a 
characterizing property of the speed measure is 
where 
r (b - u)(u -a) 
&,b(U, v) = b-a 
(u - a)(b - v) --- 
b-a 
if vQ4 Y 
ifu s v , 
is the Green’s function on (a, jr,), s is the 
taken relative to the probability 
open subinterval I of (a, b). We 
and will denote its to 
recess is recurrent, 
lim P”(Ta < Tb) =!im 
btr2 
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One other situation in which our techniques are applicable is the case when rl 
is a reflecting barrier (entrance and exit point in the terminology of [6]). Since the 
corresponding results and proofs for this situation are essentially the same as in 
the inaccessible case, the arguments are omitted. 
Define the process Lr tlo be the local time at y for the Xt process [6]. If m is 
the speed measure for the: diffusion X(, then Ly can be thought of as the density 
of the occupation time, relative to the speed measure, for 
1 
- 
m((y-e,y+e)t 
I~y_E,Y+~j (X,(w)) ds + L&4 as E + 0. 
w let p (dy ) be a finite Radon measure on (rl,, r2) h ng full support, A 
ion on (rr, rz) witi! scale function s can be constructed ving p as its spe,ed 
measure. First, deiine the continuous additive functional 
A,(wj = I LhMdyj (flJ2) (2.2) 
and let ~Jw) = inf{s: A, (w) > t} denote the inverse of the function s --, A,(o). Each 
r, is a stopping time and so the g-field 9..l can be formed. The following theorem 
559~s how to construct he new diffusion on (or, rz). 
Supppose (X, St) is u non-singular diffusion on (rl, r2) with sp(eed 
measure m and scale function s(x). Define Y&O) = XTz&~). I%en, underP”, ( Yt, :FJ 
is a non-singular diffusion on (rl, r2) with xale function s and speed measure p(c.ly). 
As a consequence of this theorem, if Xf and Yt are two nonsingular diffusi(ons 
on (rl, r2) with the same scale function, then the Y process can be realized as a 
time change of the X process by choosing p to be the speed measure of the Y 
process. This remark will be used throughout he 
We will also need the following ergodic result 
the strong law of large numbers. 
paper. 
[6, p. 2281 whose proof is based 
. <f p. and m are finite measures and a 
A IPI -=- 
I I J t m. = I, for ali x E (rl, r2). 
is a recurrent diffusion, then 
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density function 
p,(x. y) = (2n(l -e-*7)+* exp{-( cf - e-‘x)*/(2( 1 - e-*‘))}. _ 
The following result is basic [2, 10, 111. 
Let ut be a set of numbers tending to m. Then 
I~‘(~~~ur)-e-““‘“~‘l~O as t-,00 for all x 
where M, = rnaxoGssZt [Xs}. 
(3.1) 
roof, For the O-U process started with the N(0, 1) distribution (3.1) is true by 
[2, 10, 11] since u(ul)(2n)-“*ul e+* + 1. Using the ergodic property of {Xl}, it’s 
a relatively easy task to show that (3.1) holds for the 
value x. The details are omitted. q 
Let Yt be a non-singular diffusion on (--co, 00) with 
scale function Z)(X). By the remark made in Section 
rsndom time change of the O-U process (i.e., V,(w) = 
the statement of Theorem 2.1). 
O-U process started at the 
finite speed measure 6 and 
1, Y, can be realized as a 
X71Cwj(w) here T~ occurs in 
where A4?w) = maxo,,,,{ Y,(w)} and I&W, (w) = maxij,,,.,(,,, {X,(w)). By 
Theorem 2.2, q/t -p l/l@) a.s. so that one would expect My = A& to behave 
asymptotically the same as M,/I~I. This is thy key step in the proof of the following 
theorem. 
eore 3.2. !;aqpose Zt is a recurrent diffusion on (rl, r2) wi-th scale function s(x) 
and finite speed measure p. If the endpoints rl and r2 are inaccessible, then, for any 
set of numbers wt + r2 and any x E (rl, rz), 
JP”(MF S wr)-e-l”s’wf”I”~I~O as t+oC, (3.3) 
where MF = max0,,,, {ZJ. 
are normalized so that 
S( l ) is a contirluous strictly increasin 
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First assume P” (&$ c u,) + e-’ for some 7,O s 7 < 00. Choose E > 0 but less than 
1. The following inequalities are obvious. 
+ !PX(M,*+p)l ,=&, IT1 - tl< at) -P’(M, s ut, ITf - tl =c Efjl 
+ 2P”(I-r, - tl 3 et). (3.5) 
The first term in (3.5) is equal to P”(Ra,, s f.+, 1~~ ---tic Et)- 
Px(M,I+F), s uf, IT - tl < Et) 20 and is bounded by Px(ha(l-r)r s ltt, 1~~ - tl< Et) - 
fwK,+P)f 5s 4, In - tl c Et) and, writing &b =: max, cs5b {Xs}, this expression is 
bounded by P” UW 1 -F )r.( I + & jr > u!). In the same manner, the second term is bounded 
by PXM.c~+,,t > u,). Using the Markov and ergodic properties of the O-U process 
and Lemma 3.1, these two bounds tend to (1 -e-‘&+) and t 1 - e-“‘j, respectively. 
Invoking Theorem 2.2, the lim SUP~_,~ of (3.4) is less than 1 - e-2er+ 1 -e -” which 
can be made arbitrarily small proving the result in this case. 
If Px(M,~u,j-*O, then PX(M,~uIj~PX(~W~,,=a, 17t-tl<~tj+PX(1~~-tflbEtj~ 
PX6A4(, -p,, s u&t- P”(/?, - tla Et). Applying Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.2 once again 
we see that these two terms go to zero. Now by arguing on subsequences of 
subsequences, if necessary, (3.4) follows. Cl 
s, (I) If F(y) is defined to be exp{-l/(s(yjlplj} with the understanding 
that exp(-l/(s(y)l& = CI whenever s(y) ~0, then F(y) is a proper distribution 
function. As a consequence of this theorem, MI?: properly normalized has a 
non-degeneirate limiting distribution G if and only if F belongs to the domain of 
attraction OF G where G is an extreme value distribution [4]. 
(2) Theorem 3.1 remains true if the diffusion is started with any initial probability 
measure A. One special choice is when A = p/lpi. Since the speed measure is 
invariant, the process tar*ted with this distribution is stationary. Notice that F(y) = 
is completely independent of the normalized speed measure 
tionar:l case, the marginal distribution (p&I)(r1, x] 
essentially no influence on the w,eak limit behavior of Mf. For example, it is 
rl, x] to belong to different domains of attraction, 
ain of attraction while the other distribution does 
types of behavior are easy to construct and will be 
The maxima and minima from a stationary Gaussian process arc: asymptotically 
ante function satisfies a sm Dothness condition near 
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a 3.3. For all x, 
where ut + 00, vt + -a~ and Wt = minossst {Xs}. 
Assume the diffusion satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2. Then 
for all x E (rl, rz), 
where W:’ = mino,,,lt (Zs} ad idt + r2, vt + rig 
Proof. 
(3.6) = II”- (s(x)) (M,Y .g & WY < v,) _e-mri,Ml( 1 _ er/ML;,hq, 
where Yl = U-‘(~(2,)) is the transformed diffusion used in the proof of Theorem 
3.2 and & = v-l(s(uJ), fit = v-‘(s(v~)). Again using the representation of YI in terms 
of the O-U process, it is enough to show lP”(M,, G fit, WTf C u’,> - 
p” (Mt/I,I s 111, Wt/I,I s fit>1 goes to zero as. t + 00 for every x. This follows the same 
lines of argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 with the obvious adaptations and 
so we omit the details. El 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence. 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose there exist numbers a, > 0, b,, ct > 0, d, such that 
JP(dMf - ht) c x, CA c - 4) 6 y)I + ax, y) 
for some distributton function G and any initial probability measure. Then G(x, y ) = 
G(x, @G(oo, y). In particular, if G(x, 00) and G(Q y) are non-degenerate distribu- 
tion functions, then G(x, y) = Gl(x)(l - Gz(-y)) where G(x) and Gz( y) are extreme 
value distributions. 
Suppose ZI has a diffusion toe cient a(x) > 0 and drift term b(x)_ Then, if n(x) 
and b(x) are sufficiently smooth on ( rl, r2), the speed measure is given by 
p(dx)=2exp 
‘26(u) 
a(x) 
-----du 
a(u) 
dx = w(x) dx, 
e sea 
s(x) = 
a(u)w(u) 
u s(rz) = 00. 
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‘ihen, for any initial probability measure, 
I P(M,’ S u,) - exp I 1 - (S(U,)J& II +O as ur -) r2* 
One special choice for the scak function and speed measure is 
I 
X 
s(x) = r eu2'*(u2 + 1) dti, 
0 
CL(W 7~ =-- X*-Cl’ 
This process has diffusion coefficient and drift term a(x) = em’*‘* and b(x) = 
-(X +2x(x2 + 1)‘) e-‘*‘*, respectively. It is a relatively easy matter to find constants 
aI >O and 5, so that P(a,(M’-6,) ~x)+exp{-e-“} for the process started with any 
initial distribution. Now, by choosing a’, such that H(a’,) = 1 - t-’ where ~~(-00, x] = 
H(x) = 6’ arctan x + i, it follows that 
F&X) + e-‘-l as t + 00. 
the marginal d.f. for this stationary diffusion belongs to the domain of 
the normalized maxima has an extreme value distribution of 
the double exponential type as its limiting distribution. 
An easy way to construct diffusions satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 is 
to begin with the O-U process XP Let s be any continuous strictly increasing 
function on (~1,12) with S(Q) --’ --00, s(r2) = a~. The process Yt = S-‘(u(X,)) is a recur- 
nt diffusion on (rr, r2) with scale function s and speed measure m = @o(u%). 
w let p be any finite Radlon measure on (rr, r2) having full support. Then, by 
Theorem 2.1, we can form the process Zt = Y7, where Zt is a recurrent diffusion on 
(rr, r2) with scale functicn s and speed measure p* Furthermore, the process will 
be stationary if it is started with its normalized speed measure &Ip I* If F and H 
are arbitrary continuous d.f.‘s on (ri, 4, then in this manner, a stationary diffusion 
e constructed having marginal d.f ., p (dx)/Ip I= H(dx), scale function s(x) = 
i s ut)--F'(u,)l-+O as t+oQ. 
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